
Justin Sinclair 
2538 Deerwood Court 

Oakdale, CA. 95361 
 

June 14, 2018 
 

To Whom It May Concern, 
 

I am a 3rd party Inspector for PG&E.  I have had the pleasure of working with Miguel Aguilar for the last 
four plus years.  Miguel has successfully marked many of the proposed excavation areas we have dug to 
expose PG&E’s high-pressure gas transmission lines for direct examination/inspection. 

I have watched Miguel perform GPR, Locate & Mark.  He is very good at what he does.  I feel confident 
as an Inspector and representative of PG&E, hired to protect their assets, that Miguel accurately locates 
and marks all facilities/utilities that are in our work area.  Miguel is very thorough when he performs 
GPR, Locate & Mark.  He will not leave the job until he feels that he has captured everything that may be 
in our excavation area.  Miguel then takes the time when he is done with his Locate & Marking, to 
explain what he has found and what the various marks represent.  I really appreciate this as an 
Inspector.  Miguel has performed GPR, Locate & Mark throughout California in many different 
environments.   

There have been many occasions over the years I have worked with Miguel, where Miguel has 
accurately located utilities that all the other locate and mark technicians had missed completely.  I also 
had a great experience working with Miguel up in Northern California last year.  I arrived at a proposed 
excavation area where all utilities had been previously marked by their respective companies and/or 
hired locate & mark technicians.  Miguel arrived onsite and performed GPR, Locate & Mark on the 
proposed excavation area.  He marked our target utility 10 plus feet away from the other locate & mark 
technician’s marks.  After potholing at both locations, Miguel’s marks were accurate and directly over 
our target utility.  This saved everyone time and money.  We did not lose any time trying to locate the 
facility.     

I strongly recommend using Miguel to perform GPR, Locate & Mark if you are needing these services.  
Miguel takes pride in his work and has great desire to be accurate and do a good job.  Miguel is very 
friendly and has a great working relationships will all the people we both work with.  I wish him the best 
in all his endeavors. 

Any further questions please feel free to contact me at any time. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Sinclair 
E2 Consulting Engineers, Inc. 
Coating / Pipeline Inspector 
NACE CIP Lvl. II #50042 
API 1169 #74882 
209-872-1407 
jdsin24@hotmail.com 


